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number of questionnaires 79

Question about the tutorial
1 #

Mean

average
Median SD

The exercise sheets are available in time before the start of the tutorial 77 1,1 1 0,2

The exercise sheets are clear 77 1,2 1 0,5

The exercises reflect the content of the lecture 76 1,4 1 0,6

The exercises are understandable 73 1,7 1 0,8

The exercises are manageable in the tutorial with regard to their scope 75 1,9 2 0,9

The exercises are too difficult 75 2,0 2 0,7

The tutorial offers an opportunity to ask individual questions 76 1,4 1 0,7

Subjective content grade
2 75 1,7 1,7 0,7

Questions about the tutor
1

The tutor is well prepared 78 1,1 1 0,3

The tutor uses readable and well-structured blackboard drawings 78 1,2 1 0,4

The tutor allots the time at of the tutorial well 77 1,4 1 0,6

The tutor explains the solutions clearly and understandably 77 1,4 1 0,6

The tutor answers questions understandably 78 1,3 1 0,5

The tutor responds well to the group 77 1,3 1 0,5

The tutor can handle criticism well 74 1,4 1 0,6

The tutor encourages active participation In the tutorial 74 1,3 1 0,5

The tutor is dedicated 76 1,2 1 0,4

The tutor has helped me to better understand the exercises 75 1,3 1 0,5

I would recommend the tutor to my fellow students 76 1,1 1 0,3

Subjective tutor grade
2 77 1,3 1,3 0,3
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11=strongly agree 3=disagree

2=agree 4=strongly disagree

31=yes
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21=very good      4=pass

2=good                5=fail

3=satisfactory

41=0-1 hrs.  2=1-2 hrs  
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Students #
Mean

average
Median SD

Average semesters in major 75 1,1 1 0,6

Sex

male 36 equals: 53%

female 32 equals: 47%

Program of study

Bachelor VWL 77 equals: 100%

How many times did you not attend the lecture?

less than twice 51 equals: 70%

2-6 twice 10 equals: 14%

more than 50% 12 equals: 16%

Regularly visiting the tutor 68 equals: 94%

Attending the lecture in addition to the tutorial 72 equals: 97%

Workload beyond tutorial
4 76 2,7 3 1,0
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Was fandest du gut? Was fandest du schlecht?

 She drews great pictures to improve my unterstanding. absolutely nothing

well prepared Too much exercises for a problem set to solve in 90 min!

Marina is really detailled in explaining concepts and patient to 

answer. She illustrates solutions in an easily understandable 

manner and has helped us with tips to approach problems.

There are to many exercises in each problem set so there is not 

enough time to discuss all of them. Tutorial only gives solutions 

to exercises but almost not background information on the 

content itself.

It is difficult to let students present problems without making 

everybody confused. Marina managed that very good!

Sometimes a little bit arrogant (My opinion, doesn´t meat I am 

right. Maybe I get only an impression).

Explains understandably the solutions is always ready to answer 

questions. Really helpful tutorial!

Too limited time for mathematic tutorial. Have no enough time to 

solve all problems.

Perfect speed + selection of topics to cover. Helpful intuitions on 

complex problems/proofs.

There are many exercises to be solved and there is not so much 

time. The exercises are a bit difficult.

She is the best! nothing

Everything! Recap at the end of a proove.

Tutor helps to understand content of the subjects. She always 

answer to my questions broodly and replies to questions out of 

class hours as well.

Lecture and tutorial content sometimes doesn´t match; absence 

of practical exercises; proofs ONLY; not all exercises are explored 

in the class.

Super, very well prepared from the subject put. She is very good 

understandable. Speeks very clear and makes hard things look 

easy. That is what a tutor is for. Applause.

Sometimes spends to much time explaining which exercises we 

will approach (5-10 min at start) instead of using this time for 

exercises.

Understandable, well-preparation, dedication, engouragement to 

pro-actively participants in the tutorial.

Sometimes there are too many exercises because we rarely get to 

calculate them all in the tutorial.

Marina speaked clearly and loudly and explained the problem 

sets well by the means of drawing pictures and blackboard 

writing.

The solutions of the problem sets are not available until the 

following week, which makes it harder to study and understand 

them.

Very good. I like this tutorial class very much. Nothing!

Possibility to ask quesitions, clear structure of exercises done in 

class; focus on difficult questions.

Too much stuff for the less time -> not problemsets were not 

covered fully.

Tutor is motivated & dedicated. Tries to prepare students well for 

exam & gives understandable solutions to exercises.

I can competend the exercises letter in the solution sheets than in 

the tutorial.

Motivated and really tries to prepare us for the exam. Can´t cover all exercises.

The way that the tutor explains the exercises. Not all exercises are being solved due to time issues.

everything Too many exercises for 1.5 h.

patience Content is very difficult.

clear The other tutor, so I can only came to these classes.

Marina is doing a great job in explaining the complicated content! 

Especially alternative ways to solve problems are highly 

appreciated.

She helps me understand the contents of the class that are 

otherwise poorly explained. I´d like it if the professor explained 

the things this well.

More intuitive then lecture.

Very good, clear language, covers the course I content of the 

lecture very well, good, helpful explanations and drawings.

Less chaotic than prof. Dilmé

The tutor review what we did in the lecture and explains well how 

to solve similar questions.

She explains the approach in an understandable way. Without 

this tutorial, I would be completly lost.

She clarifies topics we went through driving the lectures.

Many possible times to go.

Tutorial is well structured. Solutions we explained in any good 

way.
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Marina is wonderful, very clear and well-structured.

Best tutor. Great handwriting. She delivers her lecture very well.


